Just because Jack Frost is nipping at your nose, toes and every other part of your body doesn't mean you should put your
clubs away for the winter. You just have to be like a boy scout ...prepared.
You lose most of your body heat through your hands and head. To stay warm you need to keep them covered. A toasty
ski cap and a really good pair of mittins are a must. A pack of hand warmers in your mittins to keep your hands warm
between shots is a good idea as well. To keep your body warm I suggest layering up with some of the new lightweight
warm weather gear. The new high-tech gear is lighter in weight than the old long johns and wool sweaters. The material
is designed to keep heat in and allow moisture out for maximum comfort.
The golf ball - hmmm white ball, white snow. Well you can guess this could cause a problem. May I suggest you get some
colored ones. It will make it easier to find. Due to the ball being cold, your many layers of clothes and lack of footing it is
impossible to hit the ball as far as you do in the summer so you will have to take more club. Due to the elements, check
your ego at the first tee, realize shooting your summer score probably isn't in the cards, and the goal for this day will be to
have fun. Enjoy the elements, the camaraderie with your friends, and the sense of discovery that you are doing something
that very few will do. Also I suggest winter golfers carry a camera you never know what you are going to see that you
never do in the summer.
Stay hydrated even if the temperature dips south of 30, your body is still needs water. So please put liquids back in and
stay away from coffee and alcohol. Hot cocoa and water will be better alternatives.
But the cold climate should not be an excuse for you to not enjoy this great game. Here in Chicago area, we have plenty of
cold temperatures, snow and a great football team that we want to support. But we're still going to get out play some
golf.
For example, here at Cog Hill, we have The Eskimo Open, and annual tradition since 1966 that takes place on the first
Sunday in January. Naturally, it's one of our most popular events. It is held rain, sleet, snow or thaw. If a hurricane ever
visited Lemont in January, we'd still have golfers show. It is the one event the worse the weather, the bigger the
smiles. This year, we had 149 players enjoy a slightly overcast 25 degree morning of golf and the chili afterwards.
Winter golf is a different game than the summer variety. First there are no lines and slow play well doesn't exist when
there is no one on the course but you. The summer infestation of mosquitoes is gone and that lake you have trouble
carrying in the summer is frozen. No, it's not exactly the same game, nor is it the same expectations for your mid Spring
or Summer rounds. But if you prepare correctly, it can be just as, if not more, fun and exhilarating. If the dedicated golfers
of Chicago can do it, anyone can.

Rock Harbor is for Golf
Lovvers
Reminder:
The Member referral program still is in effect. Whenever a member refers someone to join that member will be
eligible to an accumulative rebate of $500.00 –
 The referred must remain a member for one full year and in good standing.
 After the 12 months, the referring member will begin to receive monthly credit against the club account
up to $500.00 per referral.
We encourage you to take advantage of this program, it increases the player base from which you can gather a
foursome and it benefits you financially.
Club Repair:
•

Now is the time to start thinking on replacement grips. Please stop by and advise us so that we can place
orders, if necessary to accommodate your needs. It normally takes about ten days to get the grips in and
then a day or two for installation. Get it done before we get busier with play.

Member Leagues (Geezer Warz, etc):
•

Think about the member leagues. Remember that only one player must be a member of Rock Harbor,
the non-member partner is eligible to play at a reduced fee. Introduce a non-member into the league, get
to know the existing members and perhaps become a part of the Rock Harbor family.

•

The Proshop will once again, attempt to organize an open call for Saturday morning play. We welcome
all players to participate. We’ve experimented this past year with a cumulative net best round, we’ve
experimented with a maximum net score taken, we’ve experimented with the draws for teams to a
rousing illsuccess. It is our intent that this open call play group, would be the fulcrum by which
members, old and new as well as prospective members may come together enjoy a round of golf with a
small degree of competition and bolster the player base expand the membership interest. I do hope that
we can find a more agreeable format encompassing all levels of play and not just a selected few.

